Abstract: Moving objects that are equipped with GPS devices generate huge volumes of spatio-temporal data. This spatial and temporal information is used in tracing the path travelled by the object, so called trajectory. It is often difficult to handle this massive data as it contains millions of raw data points. The number of points in a trajectory is reduced by trajectory simplification techniques. While most of the simplification algorithms use the distance offset as a criterion to eliminate the redundant points, temporal dimension in trajectories should also be considered in retaining the points which convey both the spatial and temporal characteristics of the trajectory. In addition to that the simplification process may result in losing the semantics associated with the intermediate points on the original trajectories. These intermediate points can contain attributes or characteristics depending on the application domain. For example, a trajectory of a moving vessel can contain information about distance travelled, bearing, and current speed. This paper involves implementing the Synchronized Euclidean Distance (SED) based simplification to consider the temporal dimension and building the Semantically Enriched Line simpliFication(SELF) data structure to preserve the semantic attributes associated to individual points on actual trajectories. The SED based simplification technique and the SELF data structure have been implemented in PostgreSQL 9.4 with PostGIS extension using PL/pgSQL to support dynamic lines. Extended experimental work has been carried out to better understand the impact of SED based simplification over conventional Douglas-Peucker algorithm to both synthetic and real trajectories. The efficiency of SELF structure in regard to semantic preservation has been tested at different levels of simplification.
Introduction
Over the years, the technology developments have enabled the usage of GPS devices in moving objects. These devices generate streams of points (locations) which form a path travelled by the moving object during a particular period of time. This traced path is known as trajectory. Trajectory data is commonly utilized in urban planning, fleet management systems, and other location-based service applications. With every trajectory containing enormous amount of data points, it is often required to reduce the data according to the application domain. The concept of trajectory reduction has evolved from the algorithms used in cartographic generalization for linear geometric features also known as simplification (Keates 1989) . The basic idea is to retain certain points which are more significant in forming the trajectory than other points as they better convey the trajectory characteristics for a particular context. For example, the point at which a sudden speed change occurs is more important than other points in vehicle movement tracking. The conventional generalization techniques for linear features (e.g., rivers, pipelines, and roads) remove the high-density vertices based on a given criterion. The Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm is a recursive approach for simplifying lines which takes the original linear geometry and a threshold distance as input. The simplified version is generated by controlling the offset while minimizing the distortion. At the end of a recursive process, only a subset of the vertices is retained to form the simplified geometry. The resultant geometry ends up in reduction in length (Douglas et al., 1973) . DP simplification algorithm does not consider temporal dimension (time) associated with the vertices of the trajectories. Furthermore, as a result of simplification the semantics (e.g. speed, heading and distance travelled) at each point on the original line (trajectory) are not preserved in the simplified line. As a result, DouglasPeucker algorithm has limited scope to be utilized in trajectory simplification. For example, in Fig.1 , only the first and last points of original line are retained in the simplified line for a 50-meter threshold distance, because none of the perpendicular offset is greater than 50 meters regardless the temporal data associated with the intermediate points. Depending on the threshold distance some intermediate points can also be retained using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm. As DP algorithm has the limitation of not being able to consider the temporal dimension of a trajectory, the notion of the Synchronous Euclidean Distance (SED) was introduced by Meratnia and de By (2004) . This paper presents an implementation of DP with the notion of SED and combining it with SELF (Semantically Enriched Line simpliFication) data structure for dynamic linear features that preserves the semantic attributes (speed, heading and distance travelled) associated with individual locations of original trajectory. These attributes are associated with the DP-SED based simplified trajectory as an array of values corresponding to multiple locations along the simplified trajectory (Stefanakis 2015) . The overall objectives of this research work are: 1. To implement SED based trajectory simplification technique to consider spatio-temporal data in trajectory generalization 2. To implement the SELF structure to support dynamic polylines and to test with both synthetic and realworld features. 3. To compare the interpolated semantic values using SELF structure at different levels of trajectory generalization
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Trajectory Generalization
Over the years the usage of GPS devices in mobility vehicles have increased exponentially and massive amount of data is being generated by these devices. The generated data is used in various public and business applications such as urban transportation planning, fleet management and traffic modelling (K. Buchin et al., 2008) . The enormous volume of data makes it impossible to analyse the data manually. For example, during the trip length of 30 minutes, if the location is being recorded for every 5 seconds a total of 360 points are recorded. In a day, the dataset contains 17,280 points. It necessitates to identify the methods for reducing the complexity of the dataset. The concept of reducing a trajectory dataset is called trajectory reduction or simplification. The idea of trajectory reduction has evolved from cartographic generalization. Simplification, the common cartographic generalization technique, has been a key research area for cartographers over the years (Cromley 1991 , Weibel 1997 , Robinson et al. 2005 , Wu et al. 2003 . The Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm has been revamped by many researchers since it was introduced in 1973. The problem of topological inconsistency between original and simplified geometry produced by DP algorithm was addressed by avoiding self-intersections on the simplified geometry (Wu et al., 2003) . The problem of limited data storage space is addressed by experimenting the line simplification algorithms in a streaming environment (Abam 2010) . Various techniques have been proposed to enforce the topological constraints while simplifying a polyline (Shahriari and Tao 2002 , Tienaah et al., 2015 , QiuLei et al., 2016 . Meanwhile, enriching the content of linear features has gained attention to address the problem of annotating trajectories with semantic data. (Alvares et al., 2007 , Yan et al., 2011 , Richter et al., 2012 , Parent et al., 2013 , Stefanakis 2015 . The trajectory sample points have been transformed into stops and moves by adding semantic information (Alvares et al., 2007) . Though the implemented model has shown significant compression of trajectories while enabling efficient query processing, the pre-processing of adding semantic information to trajectories is a time-consuming operation. The semantic enrichment platform SeMiTri, multi-tiered approach, was presented to handle heterogeneous trajectories (includes both fast and slow-moving objects). The trajectory generalization platform based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) technique has not considered trajectories in large scale (Yan, Z., et al., 2011) . Richter et al., (2012) extended concepts of network-constrained indexing in mobility object to embed human movement with the individual locations on the trajectory. The algorithm they proposed enables a user to determine the reference point and all possible movement change descriptions from that point but is limited only to urban transport network. The problem of spatial relation violation while compressing the trajectories was ad-dressed to maintain disjoint topological relation and direction relations between the original and generalized trajectory (Stefanakis 2012) . The author has extended DP algorithm to maintain the topological consistency between the trajectory and its simplified version.
Synchronous Euclidean Distance (SED)
Most of the simplification algorithms are suitable for generalizing linear geometries. The data points are retained only based on the perpendicular distance between data points and the pro-posed generalized version of it. While these algorithms can also be applied on trajectory datasets, using the perpendicular distance as a criterion becomes inappropriate as trajectories are not just linear geometries. Trajectories represent historical trace of points by associating temporal dimension with spatial data. With the above idea, the notion of the Synchronous Euclidean Distance (SED) was introduced to achieve reduction of trajectories while retaining the spatio temporal characteristics of the trajectory (Meratnia and de By 2004) .
The author has implemented and tested the DP-SED algorithm (extension of Douglas-Peucker algorithm with the notion of SED). The proposed algorithm retains the spatiotemporal characteristics while reducing the trajectories efficiently.
In equal to the SED (YY') as the line YY' is not perpendicular to the straight line XZ.
Semantically Enriched Line Simplification (SELF)
On the one hand, efficient generalization of trajectories can be achieved by DP-SED algorithm while retaining the spatiotemporal characteristics of the trajectory. However, the generalized version does not retain the semantics associated with the individual points on the original trajectory. SELF data structure has been introduced by Stefanakis (2015) to enrich the simplified line to convey some semantics associated with the original version. In the attempt of enriching the content of the linear geometries while reducing the number of points, SELF data structure is proposed to preserve the attributes of the original line or any semantic annotations associated with individual locations or segments of that line (Spaccapietra et al., 2008) into the generalized version (Stefanakis 2015) . The author has proposed many variations of SELF and the choices can be made based on how rich the semantics attached to the simplified line are.
The basic variant of SELF attaches the original line length (e.g., kilometric travel distance) to the simplified line. In this variant, a line with end points 1 (start), n (end), and total length (dn) will be represented by a simplified line defined as follows (Stefanakis 2015) : [x1, y1, xn, yn, dn] (SELF variant: basic) An advanced variant for function lines will also tag the accumulated length per vertex along the line. Hence, each vertex K of the original line will orthogonally be projected on the simplified line ( Fig. 1 ) and the footprint point K' will be assigned the accumulated length dk from point 1 (start) to vertex K along the original line. If dk' is the Euclidean distance of point K′ from end point 1, the simplified line will be represented as follows (Stefanakis 2015) :
[x1, y1, xn, yn, dn, ARRAY {(dk', dk); k=2, …, n-1}] (SELF variant: advanced-function) In this paper, the advanced variant of SELF structure has been extended to tag trajectory semantics: speed, heading, and distance travelled. Each point on the original trajectory is projected on the generalized version based on SED. The footprint of each point will be assigned with speed, heading and distance travelled at that point.
[x1, y1, xn, yn, dn, ARRAY {(dk', speed, heading, dk); k=1, …, n}] (SELF variant: dynamic lines)
Methodology
SED Simplification
Trajectories are formed by connecting series of raw mobility data points. These individual data points include the spatiotemporal locations (latitude, longitude, time). The simplified line using Douglas-Peucker algorithm with the user defined threshold always considers perpendicular distance as a criterion to eliminate the redundant points. The goal of the SED based simplification is to also consider temporal dimension of trajectory data while generalizing the trajectory. The algorithm is divided into four steps:
1. Constructing the trajectory using the individual points (Trajectory Reconstruction) 2. Calculating the average velocity of the trip 3. Identify the corresponding SED point for every point on the original line 4. Removing the points by comparing the SED against the simplification threshold 3.1.1 Constructing the trajectory using the individual points (Trajectory Reconstruction) Raw points ordered by the timestamp are connected sequentially to form the trajectory. These data points are in the form (time, latitude, longitude). Ten (10) points along with their corresponding attributes are given in Table 1 ; their individual locations are mapped in Figure 3 and the constructed trajectory is shown in Figure 4 .
Calculating the average velocity of the trip
Average velocity of the trip is defined as the ratio between the straight-line length of the trip and the total duration of the trip. In case of multiple segments connecting the starting and ending points, the average velocity is calculated for each segment and retrieved as an array of numeric values (Fig.  5 ). Fig.3 Proceedings Figure 6: Individual points on the trajectory and the corresponding SED points on straight line 3.1.4 Removing the points by comparing SED distance against simplification threshold SED based simplification algorithm takes the set of points ordered by timestamp and a thresh-old distance as input. The recursive algorithm divides the trajectory based on the SED against the threshold distance. Once the corresponding locations of all the points on the original trajectory are identified on the straight line connecting the first to the last point, the algorithm finds all points for which the SED is longer than threshold distance. The point with longest SED is marked to be retained for the next iteration. For the next iteration, two straight line segments are compared against original trajectory. When there are no points found with an SED longer that the threshold, the algorithm terminates. Fig. 7 demonstrates the SED based simplification algorithm in generalizing a trajectory. In the iteration 1, for each point on the original trajectory its corresponding SED projection on the straight line connecting 1 and 10 is found. Point 6 has the maximum SED and greater than the threshold (30 meters). So, point 6 is retained. For the next iteration, the intermediate simplified line contains two segments 1-6 and 6-10. Again, for each original point its corresponding SED projection point is found on the intermediate simplified version. This time point 5 has the maximum SED (>30 meters). At the end of second iteration the intermediate simplified line contains three segments 1-5, 5-6, 6-10. The iteration continues until there are no points to be retained. In this case, the algorithm terminates in the 6th iteration as then none of the points have an SED greater than the threshold (30 meters). 
Calculating the accumulated distance at each point on the original trajectory and its SED projection point on the generalized trajectory
SELF structure for dynamic lines stores the semantics associated with individual points on the original trajectory along the generalized version. As shown in Fig.8 , each point on the original trajectory is projected based on the SED on the generalized version. For each point on the original trajectory, the corresponding SED point is tagged with the semantics. The entire SELF structure is represented as follows:
[ SPOINT (482980 4101964 whereas, the semantic array contains the values in the order (accumulated length on the generalized version, speed, heading, accumulated length on the original trajectory). Fig. 8 3.2.3 Semantic based Compression Levels SELF structure generates a large volume of data which is proportional to the number of points in the original trajectory. The number of points to be stored in SELF structure can be diminished by applying a semantic based compression: (a) Speed based compression (b) Heading based compression. These methods are described in following sub-sections.
Speed based compression
If the ratio of speed between two consecutive points on the original trajectory is less than the given threshold, then the semantics at second point is not stored. In Fig.9 the semantic at point 7 is not stored as the ratio of speed between the points 6 and 7 is zero.
Heading based compression
In case of heading based compression, the semantics of the points are not stored if the ratio of heading between two consecutive points is less than the threshold. In Fig.9 the heading-based compression ratio between points 6 and 7 is 47.25 %. The semantics at point 7 will not be stored in SELF structure when the heading-based compression ratio applied as 50.0 %. The self structure after applying both the speed based and heading based compression thresh-olds as (10.0, 10.0) for trajectory data given in Table 1 
Interpolation of the semantics on the original trajectory at any point on the generalized version
The SELF structure built using algorithm 6 can be used to interpolate the semantics on the original trajectory at any point on the generalized version of it. In Fig.10 , the semantics at 'P' can be calculated by applying a linear interpolation on the segment defined by the projection of vertices '8' and '9' on the simplified trajectory. The algorithm 7 is used for computing the semantics at P. 
Implementation
SED based simplification algorithm and SELF data structure have been implemented in PostgreSQL 9.4 using PL/pgSQL. The spatial extension POSTGIS 2.3 has been installed in PostgreSQL 9.4. The implemented algorithm takes a set of raw mobility points and simplification threshold as input. The simplified version is then associated with the SELF data structure. The user can select any point on the simplified trajectory, to retrieve the original semantics. The experiments were performed on a sea vessel trajectory dataset obtained in Aegean Sea, Greece. The built-in functions available with PostGIS extension that were utilized for implementing SED based simplification algorithm and developing the SELF data structure. Using PL/pgSQL, the procedural language for PostgreSQL, both the SED based simplification and SELF structure algorithms were added as new (user defined) functions. Eleven new functions were implemented.
Experimental Data
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the SED based simplification and SELF structure in interpolating the semantics, experimentation is done on different trajectory datasets with different values for speed based and heading based simplification. The experiments ran over the vessel trajectories for August 2013 in the Aegean Sea as collected by the MarineTraffic Automatic Identification System (AIS) (MarineTraffic 2017). In order for the set of features to be representative for a wide range of spatiotemporal characteristics, it was decided to choose trajectories with different number of mobility data points. TR1 in Table 5 refers to the trajectory in Fig. 4 Table 5: Length and the number of points available in the selected trajectory dataset
Experiments
SED based Simplification
The SED based simplified version and the original trajectory is shown in Fig.11 with a simplification threshold of 90.0 meters. Fig. 11 In Fig.11 , the locations '3' and '4' represent the same point as the vessel has stopped at location '3' and stayed there for a minute before leaving. Even though the locations '3' and '4' are same, their SED projections are different. The cause is due to the points '3' and '4' has different timestamps. Comparing the number of points retained by SED-DP simplification with DP simplification indicates that SED-DP simplification always retains more number of points than DP simplification (Fig. 13 ). 
SELF structure
The SELF structure has been built on the original trajectory shown in Fig.11 with an SED based simplification threshold of 90.0 meters and both the speed and heading based compression levels set as 0. The original semantics at each point on the simplified trajectory are listed in Fig Table 8 : Interpolated semantics at each point clicked on the simplified trajectory
In Fig. 11 the projected points 3' and 4' correspond to the same location (points 3 and 4) on the original trajectory as the original accumulated distance on original trajectory at the points 3 and 4 is 52.43 meters. There are three possible outcomes when running the algorithm to interpolate the semantics on the original trajectory at any points of the simplified version from SELF structure. The type of error in interpolation is classified depending on the outcome given in Table 9 . The percentage error in interpolation increases when the values for compression is also increased. Noticeably, average error in distance interpolation for "TR4" suddenly increases after 20% of speed-based compression. The cause is due to an increase in compression level discards more points from SELF structure (Fig.18, 19 ). But this number would change due to the different spatiotemporal characteristics of the datasets. So, the level of compression can be decided based on the application and the required accuracy in semantics interpolation.
Conclusions
This paper summarizes the implementation and testing of a method for semantically enriched simplification of trajectories. The method combines the Synchronized Euclidean Distance (SED) based simplification algorithm and SELF (Semantically Enriched Line simpliFication) data structure to preserve the semantics associated with the actual trajectories. The method has been implemented in PostgreSQL 9.4 with PostGIS extension using PL/pgSQL to support dynamic lines and tested with both synthetic and real-world features. The method applies two kinds of semantic based reduction: speed based and heading based. Both the compression techniques produce the same amount error in the interpolated semantics. However, the results of the experiments indicate that the different spatio-temporal characteristics of the datasets play a major role in the semantic interpolation error. The comparison results between SED-DP simplification and DP simplification indicate that SED-DP simplification always retains more number of points which are more significant in forming the trajectory than other points as they better convey the trajectory characteristics for a particular context. Future work includes the development of a visualization framework to provide an enhanced user experience. This will help in facilitating the adoption of the SELF structure in various application domains with need for semantically enhanced multiscale representation of linear features.
Integrating these libraries to a Graph database (such as Neo4j) so that the extended functionalities of Graph database can be utilized in trajectory data management is another future goal.
